Objectives:
To achieve my aim to find out the impact of KM on libraries I have to decide some objectives concentrating to get more and more information on previous situation of library and present situation. For this will lead me to find out the changes and the root of changes in my research. I have decided to take the following objectives:

1. To study the role of library in organization having knowledge management culture.

2. To find out the changes in role played by librarian in organization having knowledge management.

3. To study the change in collection development in that library where there is knowledge management activity in the same organization and how that is becoming beneficial to organization.

4. To study the problems faced by same organizational library for Knowledge Management in organization.

5. To find out the process adopted by same organizational library for knowledge management and how.

6. To study the previous condition of industrial/corporate library and present situation in relation to application of KM in organization.